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how Gauge works
GAUGE automatically synchronizes the FiOS fuel monitoring system with any
fuel card system and alerts you if the fuel-filling data doesn't match.

drivers
A driver arrives at a filling station to
pump fuel.

fuel
FiOS detects the exact volume of fuel that
got into the tank and the vehicle's location
at that date & time.

payments
To pay, the driver applies a fuel card
that captures the exact volume of fuel
filled, price, date, and location.  

Gauge
Gauge compares the fuel filling data
from FiOS vs. the fuel card system to
detect inconsistencies. 
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Problems solved
GAUGE solves the core challenges that fleet managers face when implementing
fuel cards. 

underfilling
GAUGE ensures that every milliliter of fuel
from the pump gets into the vehicle tank, not
into the driver's personal petrol can.

private car filling
FiOS tracks the vehicle's location and detects if
it was or was not at the filling station when a
driver swiped the fuel card. If it was not there,
the driver might have come to fill his private car. 

fuel accounting
GAUGE automatically generates detailed fuel
filling reports comprising the data on
vehicles, dates, fuel card numbers,
locations, fuel types, costs, and volume
variations.
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Fuel data sources
GAUGE comprises FiOS fleet management software, fuel monitoring hardware,
and instantly integrated fuel card systems.

Fios platform
FiOS platform monitors fuel fillings,
thefts, and real-time fuel consumption
based on the data from fuel level
sensors.

fuel card system
GAUGE receives fuel-filling data both from
FiOS and your fuel card system, cross-
checks the data, and reports on variances.

fuel level sensor
KLOUDIP installs fuel level sensors in

commercial vehicles. The devices send
data to the FiOS fuel monitoring system.
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red zone to green zone

Try Gauge
Contact us for a live demo to see GAUGE in action, or take it for a test to
prevent fuel card fraud in your company. And enjoy the benefits.

Fuel is the largest fleet expense,
accounting for 60% of its operating
budget. By preventing fuel thefts,
fleet owners dramatically improve the
company’s bottom line.  

GAUGE generates fuel-filling reports
online and makes them accessible
anytime & anywhere from a laptop.
Moreover, the docs are shareable as
PDF or XLSX files.

Money saving Paperless documents

GAUGE instantly provides evidence
of who was at the wheel, at which
filling station the fraud took place,
and how much fuel the driver
stole.

traceability

GAUGE automatically cross-checks
fuel-filling data from different
sources, eliminating the need for
manual calculations and preventing
human errors.

Time saving
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